For every home. For every phone.

Everything and everyone is going mobile with smartphones. Taking advantage of this popular technology, Visonic Smart-Link lets your customers control their PowerMax alarm system from a smartphone or smart device – easily and intuitively, from anywhere in their home.

PowerMax Smart Keypad on any Smart Device

A completely self-contained, standalone solution, Smart-Link uses a private Wi-Fi network to communicate between any smart device and the PowerMax control panel. Smart-Link also allows users to see real-time images and event triggered recordings, by adding wireless cameras inside the premise.
Features and benefits for installers

• A retrofit solution - works with all PowerMaxPro, Complete, and Express systems, including those already installed*

• Easy installation - no prior knowledge or configuration required

• Works with private integrated Wi-Fi network - no need to connect to a home router, remote server or broadband connection

Features and benefits for end-users

• Arms and disarms the alarm system, controls flood, smoke and gas detectors

• Controls X-10 compliant home appliances, including lights, air conditioners and electric blinds**

• Displays real-time images of the premises from up to 12 Wi-Fi cameras, enabling users to view different parts of the house***

• Supports virtually any smart device, including: iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad, Android phones and tablets, Symbian S60 v3, and Windows Phone 7 devices

• Eliminates the need for keypads/keyfobs

• Displays the PowerMax event log

• View alarm-time recorded images

* Works only with panels that are compatible with PowerLink
** Only PowerMaxPro control panel supports X-10 devices
*** Cameras need to be purchased separately